ROCK BAR EXPANSION ADDS 225 SEATS TO WORLD-RENOWNED SUNSET VENUE
AT AYANA RESORT AND SPA BALI
BALI, INDONESIA – In response to the continued international demand for Rock Bar’s unparalleled
sunset and cocktail experience, the iconic venue launched an exciting collection of new seating areas and
decks to accommodate up to 650 guests.
Located 14 meters above the Indian Ocean at the base of Jimbaran Bay’s towering cliffs, the expansion was
helmed by Rock Bar’s original designer, Yasuhiro Koichi, of Japan’s Design Studio SPIN. Adding nine new
decks to the original footprint, Koichi’s dramatic design capitalizes on Rock Bar’s rare natural rock
formations and unobstructed ocean views.
Accessible via a sensational, over-the-water bridge, the newly elevated Round Deck is located mere steps
from Rock Bar’s original glass bar, yet feels like a private island getaway. Presenting a truly exclusive
oceanfront destination, the circular venue offers premier seating for up to 18 privileged guests,
complemented by 240-degree panoramic views. Surrounded by crashing aquamarine waves by day, and a
stellar star-lit sky by night, Rock Bar’s unique coastline setting creates an unforgettable ambiance for a
romantic date night or special event celebration.
Noted as one of ’30 of the World’s Best Hotel Bars’ by CNN, Rock Bar epitomizes AYANA’s
cosmopolitan chic lifestyle. In-house guests of AYANA Resort and Spa BALI, The Villas at AYANA
Resort and RIMBA Jimbaran BALI by AYANA enjoy priority access to Rock Bar’s best sunset viewing
spots, while visiting guests are invited to take the complimentary inclinator ride down to the open air
venue.
In celebration of Rock Bar’s highly anticipated expansion, select suite and villa guests of AYANA and
RIMBA will be treated to an invitation-only breakfast event during their stay. Weather permitting,
‘Breakfast By The Sea’ will add a new dimension to Rock Bar’s A-list reputation, showcasing a
contemporary culinary concept that invites guests to celebrate life to the fullest with a gourmet
international or Indonesian breakfast, AYANA’s legendary hospitality and one of Bali’s most awe-inspiring
oceanfront vistas.
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About AYANA Resort and Spa BALI
Named after ‘a place of refuge for the gods’ in Sanskrit, the award-winning AYANA Resort and Spa BALI is a
world-class destination resort located on 90 hectares of cliff-top land just 10 kilometers from Bali airport. Perched 35
meters above Jimbaran Bay, AYANA’s majestic sunsets and ocean-front views across Bali’s south-west coast are
complemented by white-sand beach and shared facilities with neighboring RIMBA Jimbaran BALI by AYANA.
Accommodation at AYANA includes 78 private pool villas and a 290-room hotel set amidst lush tropical gardens,
with traditional Balinese architecture seamlessly blending with modern luxury and legendary service, while RIMBA
offers an additional 282 rooms and suites featuring modern, chic design.
With full access to all dining and recreation at both AYANA and RIMBA and the service of a complimentary resort
shuttle, guests enjoy the most extensive on-site facilities of any resort in Bali. There are 15 restaurants and bars
including priority access to the famous Rock Bar; exclusive private beach; 11 swimming pools; world-class Spa with
Aquatonic Seawater Therapy Pool and Spa on the Rocks treatment villas amidst the ocean; golf-putting and fitness
center; and complimentary WiFi in public areas.
Spread out across the property are extensive wedding and meeting facilities that maximize the ocean-front location
and sunset views. There are eight wedding venues, two Ballrooms, meeting rooms to suit groups of various sizes,
and stunning indoor and outdoor event spaces, matched by the first class service of dedicated wedding and event
planners.
For interviews/photos, contact:
Dwi Lisminarni
Assistant Director of Public Relations & Marketing Communications
dwi.lisminarni@ayanaresort.com
Telephone: (62)(361)702222
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